Why AMC?

- Campus Classroom and Lab space in state-of-the-art facilities
- Library facilities
- Dedicated and experienced International Student Services Team to accommodate your needs prior to and during the stay
- Pre-departure / arrival orientation
- Student visa support (if applicable)
- Welcome and farewell events
- International Buddy programme: local students volunteering their time to serve as a window into AMC college life
- Apartment-style or Hotel-style accommodation
- 24/7 Emergency assistance
- Airport transfer service
- Special excursions and business field trips

QUICK FACTS
Metropolitan College, founded in 1982, is the largest UK accredited college in Greece and in collaboration with state UK universities it delivers 31 Bachelor and 21 Master and MBA programmes in four campuses around Greece.

AMC is accredited by the British Accreditation Council (BAC), certifying that it is an overseas independent higher education institution following the traditional UK semester and credit system.

Contact us
For more information visit www.metropolitan.edu.gr/internationalstudents/summerprogrammes or email us at: internationalprogrammes@metropolitan.edu.gr

AMC Campuses in Greece

Maroussi Campus
74, Borou str., 151 25 Maroussi, Athens, Greece IT: 0030 2108199891

Athens Downtown Campus
120, Politiaon Ave., 112 61 Athens, Greece IT: 0030 2108199891

Piraeus Campus
1A, Sotiros str. & Filonos, 185 55 Piraeus, Greece IT: 0030 2104121200

Thessaloniki Campus
14, El. Venizelou str. & Tzelniki str., 546 24 Thessaloniki, Greece IT: 0030 2310 241010

Signature Summer Programmes for international students

“Am not a Greek, but a citizen of the world”
-Socrates-

Metropolitan College
Your first choice in Greece!
Summer programmes

A multidimensional guide through the various paths of the Greek hospitality industry under the prism of authenticity, innovation and entrepreneurship. From local food producers to big hospitality chains, participants are given the opportunity to learn and reflect upon the role of tourism stakeholders in the modern globalised setting.

An insight into the technical, economic and legal frameworks within which daily vital components of general shipping management operate. During the programme, participants will be exposed to the key business fundamentals of managing across the industry so that they understand the role of shipping in the world economy.

The role of energy resources in Greece and the Mediterranean region especially after the Paris agreement about climate change. Greece being one of the major importers of Russian gas, participants will share information about the role of Russian energy resources in Greece and the broader area.

An insight into the pathophysiological processes that take place in sports injuries. The physiotherapy assessment and treatment. The programme will blend in the nutritional and psychological aspects during the rehabilitation period and immediately after.

An overview of the creative process within ancient and modern architecture and into the ways it weaves together art, inspiration and creativity. Participants will have the chance to see and articulate connections between ancient and modern art and architecture leading to crafting their own pieces in photography and collage.

An introduction to basic filmmaking techniques with an emphasis on outdoors training and filming in the centre of Athens as well as in ancient and Byzantine locations. Emphasis will be placed on directing the camera for visual storytelling, with hands-on training in our studio utilizing our production and post-production equipment along with casting well-trained actors.

Metropolitan College Signature Summer Programmes for international students:

- **Combine** the unique cultural experience of Greece with the opportunity to attend specially designed courses that respond to your needs and exceed your expectations.

- **Invite** you to experience Greek culture in a welcoming environment that appreciates diversity and global perspectives both inside and outside the classroom.

- **Enable** you to experience full cultural and social immersion through handpicked activities, including insider’s guided tours to the historic sites of Greece, island hopping, Mediterranean cuisine workshop, olive oil appreciation, winery visit and wine tasting.

- **Offer** a unique mix of learning and international experiences in the Cradle of Western Civilization.

All of the activities are offered in an unparalleled way and have at their heart the authentic Greek hospitality. **Mix learning and pleasure at your ideal destination!**

- **A New Era for Greek Hospitality**
- **Introduction to Shipping**
- **Energy and the Environment in the Mediterranean Sea**
- **Holistic Approach to Sports Rehabilitation**
- **[In]Visible Athens: Experiencing Art and Architecture**
- **Be Inspired by Greece: Filmmaking – made in Greece**
Why AMC?
- Campus Classroom and Lab space in state-of-the-art facilities
- Library facilities
- Dedicated and experienced International Student Services Team to accommodate your needs prior to and during the stay
- Pre-departure / arrival orientation
- Student visa support (if applicable)
- Welcome and farewell events
- International Buddy programme: local students volunteering their time to serve as a window into AMC college life
- Apartment-style or Hotel-style accommodation
- 24/7 Emergency assistance
- Airport transfer service
- Special excursions and business field trips

QUICK FACTS
Metropolitan College, founded in 1982, is the largest UK accredited college in Greece and in collaboration with state UK universities it delivers 31 Bachelor and 21 Master and MBA programmes in four campuses around Greece.

AMC is accredited by the British Accreditation Council (BAC), certifying that it is an overseas independent higher education institution following the traditional UK semester and credit system.

Contact us
For more information visit www.metropolitan.edu.gr/internationalstudents/summerprogrammes or email us at internationalprogrammes@metropolitan.edu.gr

AMC Campuses in Greece
- **Maroussi Campus**
  74, Borou str., 151 25 Maroussi, Athens, Greece I: 0030 2108199891
- **Athens Downtown Campus**
  120, Palladion Ave., 112 51 Athens, Greece I: 0030 2108199891
- **Piraeus Campus**
  1A, Sotiros str. & Filonos, 185 55 Piraeus, Greece I: 0030 2104121200
- **Thessaloniki Campus**
  14, E. Venizelou str. & Tsaliki str., 546 24 Thessaloniki, Greece I: 0030 2310 241010

Metropolitan College
Your first choice in Greece!
Metropolitan College Signature
Summer Programmes for international students:

- **Combine** the unique cultural experience of Greece with the opportunity to attend specially designed courses that respond to your needs and exceed your expectations.

- **Invite** you to experience Greek culture in a welcoming environment that appreciates diversity and global perspectives both inside and outside the classroom.

- **Enable** you to experience full cultural and social immersion through handpicked activities, including insider’s guided tours to the historic sites of Greece, island hopping, Mediterranean cuisine workshops, olive oil appreciation, winery visit and wine tasting.

- **Offer** a unique mix of learning and international experiences in the Cradle of Western Civilization.

All of the activities are offered in an unparalleled way and have at their heart the authentic Greek hospitality.

**Mix learning and pleasure at your ideal destination!**

---

**A New Era for Greek Hospitality**

A multidimensional guide through the various paths of the Greek hospitality industry under the prism of authenticity, innovation and entrepreneurship. From local food producers to big hospitality chains, participants are given the opportunity to learn and reflect upon the role of tourism stakeholders in the modern globalised setting.

---

**Introduction to Shipping**

An insight into the technical, economic and legal frameworks within which daily vital components of general shipping management operate. During the programme, participants will be exposed to the key business fundamentals of managing across the industry so that they understand the role of shipping in world economy.

---

**Energy and the Environment in the Mediterranean Sea**

The impacts and vulnerability of the Mediterranean energy system in the face of the inevitable climate change in the region. The programme will provide participants with an insight into how development options in key sectors/resources can, in the long run, strongly impact energy demand.

---

**Holistic Approach to Sports Rehabilitation**

An insight into the pathophysiological processes that take place in sports injuries. The physiotherapy assessment and treatment. The programme will blend in the nutritional and psychological aspects during the rehabilitation period and immediately after.

---

**[In]Visible Athens: Experiencing Art and Architecture**

An overview of the creative process within ancient and modern architecture and into the ways it weaves together art, inspiration and creativity. Participants will have the chance to see and articulate connections between ancient and modern art and architecture leading to crafting their own pieces in photography and collage.

---

**Be Inspired by Greece: Filmmaking – made in Greece**

An introduction to basic filmmaking techniques with an emphasis on outdoors training and filming in the centre of Athens as well as in ancient and Byzantine locations. Emphasis will be placed on directing the camera for visual storytelling, with hands-on training in our studio utilizing our production and post-production equipment along with casting well-trained actors.
Metropolitan College Signature
Summer Programmes for international students:

- **Combine** the unique cultural experience of Greece with the opportunity to attend specially designed courses that respond to your needs and exceed your expectations.
- **Invite** you to experience Greek culture in a welcoming environment that appreciates diversity and global perspectives both inside and outside the classroom.
- **Enable** you to experience full cultural and social immersion through handpicked activities, including insider’s guided tours to the historic sites of Greece, island hopping, Mediterranean cuisine workshop, olive oil appreciation, winery visit and wine tasting.
- **Offer** a unique mix of learning and international experiences in the Cradle of Western Civilization.

All of the activities are offered in an unparalleled way and have at their heart the authentic Greek hospitality.

**Mix learning and pleasure at your ideal destination!**

---

A **New Era for Greek Hospitality**

A multidimensional guide through the various paths of the Greek hospitality industry under the prism of authenticity, innovation and entrepreneurship. From local food producers to big hospitality chains, participants are given the opportunity to learn and reflect upon the role of tourism stakeholders in the modern globalised setting.

---

**Introduction to Shipping**

An **Insight into the technical, economic and legal frameworks within which daily vital components of general shipping management operate.** During the programme, participants will be exposed to the key business fundamentals of managing across the industry so that they understand the role of shipping in world economy.

---

Energy and the Environment in the Mediterranean Sea

The impacts and vulnerability of the Mediterranean energy system in the face of the inevitable climate change in the region. The programme will provide participants with an insight into how development options in key sectors/resources can, in the long run, strongly impact energy demand.

---

Holistic Approach to Sports Rehabilitation

An insight into the pathophysiological processes that take place in sports injuries. The physiotherapy assessment and treatment. The programme will blend in the nutritional and psychological aspects during the rehabilitation period and immediately after.

---

[In]Visible Athens: Experiencing Art and Architecture

An overview of the creative process within ancient and modern architecture and into the ways it weaves together art, inspiration and creativity. Participants will have the chance to see and articulate connections between ancient and modern art and architecture leading to crafting their own pieces in photography and collage.

---

Be Inspired by Greece: Filmmaking – made in Greece

An introduction to basic filmmaking techniques with an emphasis on outdoors training and filming in the centre of Athens as well as in ancient and Byzantine locations. Emphasis will be placed on directing the camera for visual storytelling, with hands-on training in our studio utilizing our production and post-production equipment along with casting well-trained actors.
Why AMC?

- Campus Classroom and Lab space in state-of-the-art facilities
- Library facilities
- Dedicated and experienced International Student Services Team to accommodate your needs prior to and during the stay
- Pre-departure / arrival orientation
- Student visa support (if applicable)
- Welcome and farewell events
- International Buddy programme: local students volunteering their time to serve as a window into AMC college life
- Apartment-style or Hotel-style accommodation
- 24/7 Emergency assistance
- Airport transfer service
- Special excursions and business field trips

QUICK FACTS

Metropolitan College, founded in 1982, is the largest UK accredited college in Greece and in collaboration with state UK universities it delivers 31 Bachelor and 21 Master and MBA programmes in four campuses around Greece.

AMC is accredited by the British Accreditation Council (BAC), certifying that it is an overseas independent higher education institution following the traditional UK semester and credit system.

Contact us

For more information visit www.metropolitan.edu.gr/internationalstudents/summerprogrammes or email us at internationalprogrammes@metropolitan.edu.gr

AMC Campuses in Greece

Maroussi Campus
74, Borou str., 151 25 Maroussi, Athens, Greece T: 0030 2108199891

Athens Downtown Campus
120, Palladion Ave, 112 51 Athens, Greece T: 0030 2108199891

Piraeus Campus
1A, Sofilos str. & Filonos, 185 55 Piraeus, Greece I: 0030 2104121200

Thessaloniki Campus
14, E1, Venizelou str. & Kolliri str., 546 24 Thessaloniki, Greece I: 0030 2310 241010

Signature Summer Programmes for international students

"I am not a Greek, but a citizen of the world"
- Socrates -

Metropolitan College
Your first choice in Greece!